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Abstract

Research that deals with linguistic text patterns is challenging because of the unstructured nature of text. This research presents a methodology to compare texts to identify whether two texts are written by the same or different authors. The methodology includes an algorithm to analyze the proximity of text, which is based upon Zipf’s Law [47][48]. The results have implications for text mining with applications to areas such as forensics, natural language processing, and information retrieval.

1. Introduction

Identifying the true authorship of a text based upon linguistic components has a long history in a variety of fields, including for authors as famous as William Shakespeare [3][42][44]. This tradition of identifying accurate authorship has applications beyond mere curiosity, with impacts within the national security and criminal justice system, where identifying authorship can be a key aspect of identifying suspects, with a famous example being the Unabomber (an American criminal who used the U.S. Postal Service to send explosives to victims), who was identified based upon the linguistic patterns in his manifesto [28].

Although prior work suggests that authors can be identified based upon the linguistic patterns they employ [40], it is unclear how much similarity is dependent upon repeated structural patterns. Relying on only structural patterns could lead to misidentification of authorship, when one considers inherent common cultural structures amongst authors from similar geographical areas or ideologies. For example, cooperation between terrorist groups can impact their longevity [36]. Since terrorist organizations originate from similar cultural, religious and ideological backgrounds, this presents a potentially large problem for forensic linguistics because considering only structural patterns may not be sufficient. At the same time, identifying terrorists and others based upon their online presence is needed [6]. Incorrectly, unnecessarily, or too quickly identifying a group responsible for an attack can cause problems [20][10].

The applications for looking beyond structural components within forensic linguistics are even clearer. Carr [6] emphasizes that the internet serves as “an all-purpose communications network, surveillance medium, propaganda channel and recruiting tool.” Researchers have retrieved audio messages, images of attack targets, covert terrorist websites and videos, highlighting the need for linguistic analysis from a forensic perspective [6]. The government has also funded research to identify authors of online text messages based upon the users’ diction and syntax [6]. Besides law enforcement, there are many applications of big data analytics that could make use of an improved ability to identify a common author of multiple texts.

This research attempts to isolate linguistic components of texts with a similar structure to comparatively test one against another, even when the authors are different. It is intended to identify the presence of specific authors based on analysis of their writings, even when the linguistic components are held constant.

Big Data analysis techniques, including text analysis and text mining, have grown and enable faster and more precise understanding of large volumes of text than previously possible. Linguistic factors for analyzing text have also progressively become more important, although less adopted, in information systems research, than in other fields such as computational linguistics and human-computer interaction [34]. New methods for analyzing text have resulted in increasing quantification of large bodies of text (e.g., counts of numbers of terms) [21][22][39].

Traditional text analysis emphasizes the actual text, but often disregards the underlying linguistic factors or lack some key linguistic aspect needed for in-depth analysis [38][5]. In addition to conducting sentiment and other forms of text analysis that consider the
The objective of this research is to develop a linguistic approach to generating useful information from text. To do so, we develop a methodology to quantify the similarities between texts as a digital innovation in the sense of Fichman et al. [18]. Specifically, this research takes a design science approach to creating a method for identifying commonalities in separate texts (even from different languages). The method is based upon an algorithm and implemented in a prototype for testing, thus serving as an instantiated artifact [23]. It also incorporates previous findings of extensibility, linguistic component theory and Zipf’s law. The underlying logic of Zipf’s law is used to create a new algorithm. The contribution of the research is to provide a methodology that enables text analysis and applications for a larger number and variety of writings in order to determine authorship than has previously been possible.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews related research on design science and linguistics within information systems. Section 3 presents the new algorithm, outlines the method and its implementation. Section 4 applies the method to identify common authorship amongst texts. Section 5 discusses the results and suggests areas for future research. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Theoretical background

Research dealing with text in unstructured forms is important in areas such as big data analytics, sentiment analysis, and social media analytics. Approaches to dealing with corpus of texts usually include natural language parsing techniques [8]. Although this research is primarily built upon the information systems literature, it also builds upon work in computer science, literary criticism and computational linguistics [34]. This is largely due to the influence of Zipf’s law, an algorithm explaining frequency patterns within a group of phenomenon as diverse as word frequency, the distribution of city size and the distribution of income [48][26][25][45]. The principles behind Zipf’s law, particularly those related to the exponentially increasing rarity of less commonly used words, serves as the foundation of part of the algorithm in our method.

2.1. Digital innovation

Fichman et al. [18] define digital innovation as an expansion of traditional information systems or technology innovation. Within information systems research, digital innovation has been given an increasing focus from 2009 – 2015 [17]. Yoo et al. [46] analyze the translation of physical products into digitalized forms. Crossan and Apaydin [13] define digital innovation as “both a process and an outcome” that occurs within organizational contexts. Information systems research has focused on digital innovation within organizational contexts [17].

2.2. Extensibility

Mastora et al. [34] argue that “Natural language is both fundamental and complicated as a communication system; therefore, it has been the subject of many disciplines” and that it has “rules, norms and patterns concerning its morphology and syntax” (pg. 496). They quote Portner [34][37] who argues that “the theory of [meaning] holism claims that the meaning of a word or phrase or sentence depends on its relationships with other words, phrases, and sentences” (pg. 496). In other words, the full meaning of a word cannot be determined without considering the context within which it is used.

Human language is dynamic and constantly changing. Subsequently, any method designed to analyze human language must feature extensibility, the ability to indefinitely expand without any barriers, in its design. Human language is anchored in culture, and cultures comprising a potentially infinite variety of combinations. Therefore, any artifact that is designed to analyze text in a meaningful way must accommodate a wide variety of linguistic components.

In this research, a theory known as linguistic component theory is presented, which proposes that authors will exhibit regularities in their language use, and that these regularities will be comparable both with language usage in general, and with the author’s language usage, in particular. Therefore, our proposed method will operate within the context of linguistic regularities, of which Zipf’s Law [47][48] is a well-known example due to the patterns it identifies across languages.

Natural language is indefinitely extensible [11][12][41][33], so it can be continually extended, and changed, existing in a state of impermanence. No true form of permanent modeling for language studies can ever really exist [33]. A similar concept, relative indefinite extensibility, can be explained through several examples (e.g., [33]), including, most notably, the fact that there is no complete, written set of all possible existing numbers (due to the infinite number of possible and valid combinations). Therefore, any information system artifact that attempts to model language must also be indefinitely extensible. No system can be pre-programmed to include an infinite
number of possible (and valid) numeric combinations, but there are still contexts within which these terms can be used. Because of this, systems should be applied within many contexts to adapt to the changing circumstances surrounding the language being studied.

### 2.3. Linguistic component theory

Linguistic component theory is a set of assumptions proposing that models can be improved by factoring in linguistic components (such as the analysis of text-based data). In a global economy, understanding “new signals” from other cultures is important, particularly where data can be taken from countries all over the world and integrated into one project [30]. A deeper integration of linguistics, which can only result from a deep understanding of the linguistic components inherent in the data, will facilitate the understanding of these signals. Senior executives now strive to run their companies on data-driven insights [30]. However, this approach cannot be effective if the insights from this data do not accurately reflect the linguistic context within which it exists. To understand the data that drives the insights, one must consider the larger linguistic context.

Previous deep structural work within information systems shows that information systems can be viewed and modeled as independent artifacts that reflect the real-world context it is intending to model [43]. These contexts include a linguistic component inherent in all informational transactions due to the universal usage of language by human beings. The inclusion of linguistic-based data [38][5] can help to represent this real-world context accurately. Although surface-level structure, such as the actual content of the text being analyzed, can change with social context, the underlying deep-structure is more consistent and can, potentially, provide more useful data, even across different genres of works or languages [43].

### 2.3. Zipf’s Law

**Zipf’s Law** [47][48] is a well-known linguistic algorithm which predicts that the frequency with which a word is used is inversely proportional to its ranking overall within the corpus. Zipf’s law shows that the frequency in a word’s usage decays at an exponential rate, based on its ranking against other words within the language as a whole [16]. This means that the word used second most in a language is used half as much as the first, the third most used is used one-third as often as the first, etc. Zipf’s Law, as well as modified forms of the algorithm, have been used within the field of computational linguistics for some time [2].

### Table 1. Design Science Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem identification and motivation</td>
<td>Show how the lack of linguistic sensitive analysis within text analysis prevents some analyses from being sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives of a solution</td>
<td>Create a method for addressing linguistic components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and development</td>
<td>Create a method to analyze linguistic factors within differing bodies of text by adapting and extending an algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>Implement the method in a prototype.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Evaluate whether the prototype answers potential research questions and/or tests appropriate hypotheses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Document the development of the method and the resulting calculations in proof-of-concept applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Methodology

This research uses the design science approach of Peffers et al. [35], as summarized in Table 1.

**Problem identification and motivation.** Because Big Data methods have allowed for an increased ability to quantify text ([21][22][39]), this research attempts to identify issues and challenges that could benefit from emphasizing the linguistic components of text. By identifying potential areas where this could be helpful, such as authorship identification a solution can be developed.

**Objectives of a solution.** We focus on authorship identification and error detection in automated translation software and present hypotheses and research questions that can be tested and/or answered by analyzing the linguistic structure of bodies of texts. For the authorship identification application, we present several hypotheses centered around a central notion. This is, given the choice between three pairs of works (e.g., book), where one pair represents a pair of works by the same author, and the other two pairs represent works by two different authors, a linguistic sensitive
analysis should be able to identify which pair of works were written by the same author more successfully than by random chance.

**Design and development.** We develop a method based on an algorithm that can analyzes the underlying linguistic structure of differing bodies of text. Based upon Zipf’s Law [47][48], we develop a new algorithm focused on word frequencies within texts and show what this can reveal about authorship.

**Demonstration.** This algorithm is incorporated into a program that can take as input bodies of text (placed in .txt files, and ranging from short poems to entire novels) and can run the algorithm using the words provided within these .txt files. The program calculates relative measures of commonalities across the bodies of text, showing the similarities between different works.

**Evaluation.** The relative comparison values are used to test hypotheses and/or to answer research questions. Two applications are used in the evaluation: authorship identification and automated translation.

**Communication.** The results of this process are presented in this paper.

### 3.1. Zipf’s-law based Method

The method developed to compare text is comprised of a set of steps that generate the data needed to make the comparisons. The steps of the method are as follows.

**Step 1:** Generate a set of corpus values for the entire data set.

Calculate the total number of words in the corpus. For the purposes of this paper, we use three works in each dataset. This can be a set of any three works (for example, three separate novels) that are tested together. Then, calculates the total number of words, which need not be unique:

\[
\sum_i N(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) = \sum_{i \in J} N(w_l \in T_j) \quad (1)
\]

For each unique word, a value based upon the number of times a unique word occurs is calculated. Less frequently used words are valued more highly than more frequently used ones, a principle borrowed from the underlying logic of Zipf’s law.

For \( w_l \in \bigcup_{j \in J} T_j \), we have,

\[
N(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) = \sum_j N(w_l \in T_j) \quad (2)
\]

**Step 2:** Perform individual word analysis and values.

Once this value is created for every word in the corpus, it will be converted to a proportional value that shows the frequency of the usage within the context of the data set, and which can be adapted based on the structure of the text being analyzed. The analysis is primarily based on word counts and frequencies, rather than the structure of the actual work.

\[
F(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) = \frac{N(w_l \in \text{Corpus})}{\sum_i N(w_l \in \text{Corpus})} \quad (3)
\]

\( F(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) \) represents the relative frequency for each unique word in the corpus (datasets containing a wide variety of texts).

\( C(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) \) is the complementary value of the relative frequency for each unique word in corpus:

\[
C(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) = 1 - F(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) \quad (4)
\]

This value is generated for every word in the corpus. The number of times each word is used within two texts being compared (versus the corpus overall) is expressed as follows.

For each word \( w_l \in T_1 \cap T_2 \):

\[
N(w_l \in T_1 \cap T_2) = N(w_l \in T_1) + N(w_l \in T_2) \quad (5)
\]

For the word \( w_l \notin T_1 \cap T_2 \), \( N(w_l) = 0 \).

The commonalities between the texts are expressed using a unique word value.

\[
I(w_l \in T_1 \cap T_2) = N(w_l \in T_1 \cap T_2) \times C(w_l \in \text{Corpus}) \quad (6)
\]

This is generated for each word present in the two texts. It is the total word count from each of the two texts from each genre selected for comparison and is totaled to obtain what is referred to as the “comparison value.”

**Step 3:** Generate comparable values.

Comparison of words is performed by:

\[
\text{Comp}(T_1, T_2) = \sum_i I(w_l \in T_1 \cap T_2) \quad (7)
\]
where $\text{Comp}(T_1, T_2)$ is comparable value of Text 1 and Text 2.

The total number of words in the comparison is:

$$\sum_t N(w_t \in T_1 \cap T_2) = \sum_t N(w_t \in T_1) + \sum_t N(w_t \in T_2)$$

(8)

However, this “comparison value” does not yet take into account the total number of words, so a “relative value” must be generated using the following formula:

$$R(T_1, T_2) = \frac{\text{Comp}(T_1, T_2)}{\sum_t N(w_t \in T_1 \cap T_2)}$$

(9)

The process is repeated to obtain $R(T_2, T_3)$ and $R(T_1, T_3)$ as relative comparison values. This process of using the combined inputs of the bodies of text themselves as well as previous results from within the algorithm is reflected in Figure 1 below.

**Step 4:** Create relative comparison values.

All of the steps are repeated for all possible combinations, to obtain the following (final) values:

- RelativeComparisonValue(1) = The relative comparison value between text 1 and text 2.
- RelativeComparisonValue(2) = The relative comparison value between text 2 and text 3.
- RelativeComparisonValue(3) = The relative comparison value between text 1 and text 3.

### 3.2. Implementation

An overview of the implementation is shown in Figure 1. This Zipf’s Law-based algorithm was designed to analyze large bodies of text. A program was then built using PHP to run these computations outlined in the above algorithm. This software analyzes three bodies of text and generates a value measuring the degree of similarity between all possible pairings, meaning that we are given a value for the degree of similarity between texts 1 and 2, texts 2 and 3, and texts 1 and 3. A higher value indicates a higher degree of similarity.

![Figure 1 Zipf's law-based algorithm](image)

### 3.3. Application of method

Zipf’s Law suggests that while commonly used words (such as “the,” “and,” “or,” etc.) will appear frequently in bodies of text, regardless of authorship, other words will appear significantly less often (such as proper nouns or other less commonly used words). Because of this, less frequently used words have more value in identifying patterns, because, by definition, these words appear less often than common ones. For example, if the works of two authors are being analyzed, seeing the word “the” in their work tells very little that is specific to one of the authors, because we would expect that both authors to use the word frequently. However, if one of the authors tends to use a much less common word (for example, xylophone) more frequently than the other, the appearance of that word could suggest a great deal about the authorship.

The evaluation is comparative across different genres with different degrees of linguistic components. Our method is used on a variety of genres, including haikus. Since haiku poems have linguistic components that are narrowly defined with a smaller number of words, we expect author identities to be more difficult to detect via the linguistic components in haiku poems. For comparison, we analyzed songs, which have a higher degree of structure, but less than haiku poems. Third, we considered online reviews, which have a much lower degree of structure. Finally, we analyzed poems, which have a lower degree of structure as well.

### 3.4. Selection of texts

To highlight extensibility and to isolate the structures present within text-based writings, texts were extracted from songs, haikus, online reviews and books. The individuals who extracted the text were not involved in the actual analysis and instructed to select works randomly. Although some degree of non-randomness occurs, due to limitations on the data (such as the need for writings by the same authors and their availability) the intent is that the data set represents an accurate reflection of the real-world context within which this analysis takes place.

### 3.5. Hypotheses

A goal is to determine whether pre-existing knowledge within linguistics can be confirmed using our method. One linguistic principle is whether the writings of authors are more similar to one another than to different authors. Each dataset of 3 separate works of texts generates 3 unique comparison values (one for each pair of works), so there is a 1/3, or 33%, chance that random chance would accurately identify which
two works were created by the same author. Findings that show this method’s ability to correctly identify joint authorship across multiple genres, not just in books, would further highlight the extensibility of the method itself.

Because of this, we present the following hypotheses in order to appropriately test the method:

**Hypothesis 1A:** The songs written by the same author/artist should be correctly identified more than 33% of the time.

**Hypothesis 1B:** The reviews written by the same author should be correctly identified more than 33% of the time.

**Hypothesis 1C:** The haikus written by the same author should be correctly identified more than 33% of the time.

**Hypothesis 1D:** The books written by the same author should be correctly identified more than 33% of the time.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Songs

Fifty datasets of three songs each were extracted by an individual instructed to select songs randomly from online sources. Perfect randomness was not possible due to the availability of data and the requirement that at least two of the songs be written by the same author/artist. However, the data is intended to be representative of the real-world context in which this type of analysis might take place. Within each dataset, texts A and B are works by the same author whereas text C is always by a different author.

The highest value for the comparison indicates which two works the algorithm identifies as being the most similar. Thus, the comparison value for AB should be the highest if the joint-authorship is properly identified, as a high value for AB and would indicate that texts A and B are the most similar. A result of BC or AC being the highest would be incorrect since C was written by a different author than A and B. The first five results of the analysis are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.361044137</td>
<td>0.437684826</td>
<td>0.378155221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.346523022</td>
<td>0.355811223</td>
<td>0.369746338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.286866632</td>
<td>0.407574696</td>
<td>0.227307246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.421945449</td>
<td>0.315599338</td>
<td>0.280545375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.338712968</td>
<td>0.348575537</td>
<td>0.477111064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 22 out of 50 pairs were correctly identified as being the work of the same author/artist, resulting in a probability of 0.44 or 44%, which is indeed higher than the probability that a correct result would have occurred through random chance. The results of the matched-pair analysis are displayed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.541827597</td>
<td>0.570669104</td>
<td>0.47316592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.476357447</td>
<td>0.384955598</td>
<td>0.38377702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.369754309</td>
<td>0.351143506</td>
<td>0.38070977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.297540945</td>
<td>0.389610949</td>
<td>0.335790336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.241538866</td>
<td>0.269408117</td>
<td>0.356709767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 0.44 is greater than the 0.33 probability that a correct result would have occurred through random chance, Hypothesis 1A is supported.

#### 4.2. Reviews

Similar to the selection process for songs, fifty datasets of three reviews each were retrieved. The first five results of the analysis of each data set are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.476357447</td>
<td>0.384955598</td>
<td>0.38377702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.369754309</td>
<td>0.351143506</td>
<td>0.38070977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.297540945</td>
<td>0.389610949</td>
<td>0.335790336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.241538866</td>
<td>0.269408117</td>
<td>0.356709767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 16 out of 50 pairs were correctly identified as being the work of the same author/artist, resulting in a probability of 0.32 or 32%, surprisingly lower than the
probability that a correct result would have occurred through random chance. The results of the matched-pair analysis are summarized in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5 Comparison of matched pairs for reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are nearly identical to what one would find by selecting the datasets randomly. The pair of reviews written by the same author was correctly identified only approximately one-third of the time and incorrectly identified approximately two-thirds of the time, suggesting that this method provided no support beyond that of random chance. The reasons for these results are unclear. Perhaps a larger sample would yield more conclusive trends, or this can be explained by the relatively small number of words commonly used in reviews. Hypothesis 1B is not supported.

4.3. Haikus

The Haiku Society of America (HSA) defines the structure of the Japanese haiku as either “an unrhymed Japanese poem recording the essence of a moment keenly perceived, in which Nature is linked to human nature. It consists of seventeen onji (Japanese sound-symbols)” or “a foreign adaptation of [the above]. It is usually written in three lines of five, seven, and five syllables” [24]. Others have defined “haiku” similarly, highlighting the consistency of the structure [27]. Since haikus have a brief and highly structured form, they are useful bodies of text with a consistent structure that can be used for comparisons.

Matsuo Bashō is a well-known haiku writer [27] whose haiku titled “Old Pond” is presented in Figure 2 in its original Japanese form, the romaji transliteration, and an English translation.

These unique structural (and, to some extent, content-centric) characteristics provide an opportunity to eliminate the variance resulting from structure within forensic, and other, linguistic-type analysis. Since the structure of a haiku is rigidly defined, any author writing a haiku must produce a structure similar to that produced by all other authors who have ever written a haiku. Thus, this presents an opportunity for a technical analysis of the linguistic structural components within haikus while isolating other components. Haikus have been discussed for their unique structure and potential interplay with technology in speculative fictional works [29]. Haikus are one of the most rigidly defined forms of text. Since multiple haikus (at least those within the standard format) have the same structure and very similar word counts (due to the limitations on the number of syllables), identifying authorship of haikus is a unique challenge because one cannot rely only on the structural patterns that might be present, which further highlights the extensibility of the method.

Fifty datasets of three reviews each were selected. A limitation is that the number of haikus available in English is much more limited than the number of available songs or reviews. The first five results from analyzing the haikus data set are shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6 Comparison of analyzed haikus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twenty out of 50 pairs were correctly identified as being the work of the same author/artist, resulting in a probability of 0.40 or 40%, which is higher than the probability that a correct result would have occurred through random chance. Interestingly, this group of datasets yielded a tie, likely due to the fact that, since the structure of haikus is so rigid and word usage is relatively limited, it is much more likely for three haikus to have no words in common than it is for three books, songs or reviews. This may partially be because the haiku structure allows the author to use more uncommon grammatical patterns, but it is unclear why this impact is so strong. The results are given in Table 7.
Table 7 Comparison of matched pairs for haikus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
<th>TIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability (without ties)</td>
<td>0.454545455</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.295454545</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 0.40 is greater than the 0.33 probability that a correct result would have occurred through random chance, Hypothesis 1C is supported. If ties are considered to be an “unable to identify”-type result rather than an “incorrectly identified”-result, they are excluded from the total and the probabilities recalculated. When this is done the probability for all other categories rises, resulting in an even higher probability of 0.4545, lending more support to Hypothesis 1C.

4.3. Books

Results of the analysis from the first five data sets, each comprised of three books, out of the fifty total datasets are shown in Table 8, with the largest value (meaning the two bodies of text are found to be most similar) listed in bold.

Table 8 Comparison of analyzed books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.880278</td>
<td>0.857968</td>
<td>0.841821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.778082</td>
<td>0.890425</td>
<td>0.751863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.883169</td>
<td>0.728292</td>
<td>0.71815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.825125</td>
<td>0.789261</td>
<td>0.753744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.890047</td>
<td>0.780765</td>
<td>0.77339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest (bolded) value marks the comparison found to be most similar. To test the results, the number of times AB had the highest value was calculated with the results summarized in Table 9.

Table 9 Comparison of matched-pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AB (Same Author)</th>
<th>BC (Different Author)</th>
<th>AC (Different Author)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Texts A and B are written by the same author, so our hypothesis would suggest that the value for AB should be the largest in the majority of cases. The value for AB was the highest 86% of the time, supporting Hypothesis 1. When combined, BC and AC were the highest only 14% of the time when random chance would have suggested around 66%. Hypothesis 1D is supported.

5. Discussion

The method is intended to provide a new form of analysis that could be designed and implemented to add useful surface-level data, contributing to modeling and comparing unstructured text. The research was motivated by work in computational linguistics and text analysis that recognizes the potential of massive amounts of text data for customer relations and other applications. The values generated represent structural data that is difficult to measure, thus, providing a comparison value that provides useful information beyond existing methods. With books, for example, the algorithm was tested against simple random chance and provided an accurate determination of authorship 53% more often than random chance. Application of the method identifies similarities between texts without necessarily having to read the content directly. This might be useful for linguistic forensics or translation software, if a big data-style sample of works, translated between two languages, were compiled and analyzed to assess the extent of the similarity.

Hypotheses 1A, 1C and 1D being supported supports the claim that this method is extensible in its application. In addition to being able to correctly identify joint authorship of books more often than random chance, it appears this method is also more accurate in terms of correctly identifying joint authorship of songs or haikus. The authorship issues resulting from reviews are unclear, requiring more research. The support for extensibility goes beyond the fact that the program can confirm well-known linguistic patterns. One of the challenges is whether it is possible to avoid the limitations on authorship identification based upon structural patterns. Whereas traditional authorship identification techniques rely on syntax and
other such patterns, this analysis focuses only on word usage and frequencies.

Some of the predictions are only slightly better than random selection. Hypothesis 1B, concerning reviews, was not supported. One possible reason for this lack of support is that the algorithm increases in accuracy alongside an increase in word count on the bodies of text being analyzed. This increase in accuracy means that it is easier to identify potential authorship on longer bodies of work and more difficult on shorter works, such as reviews. Further research should explore this correlation (or lack thereof) between word count and accuracy of predictions.

This is one such example beyond that of identifying common authorship and forensic linguistics in which this method may be useful. Having this additional data about the word patterns within bodies of text may be useful to integrate into a variety of models. Thus far, the data generated has primarily been presented as sufficient in its own right, but there is sufficient reason to believe that it could work well as supplementary data that serves not as a replacement to existing methods, but as a compliment to it. Other scholars may have the opportunity to adapt the method to other contexts beyond that which is described here or, as we have done, to new genres.

6. Conclusion

This research has proposed a method for comparing texts to identify those created by the same author. The method was implemented and tested. It is intended to be extensible and created for underrepresented applications such as haikus, arias, and foreign languages. The contribution is to successfully identify authorship without relying on traditional structural analysis. In contexts where the structure is uniform (e.g., homogenous groups) or not well-understood by outsiders (e.g., less frequently spoken languages), this could present opportunities for new forms of analysis and accuracy not previously possible if relying on structural patterns. The method has the potential to be effective in applications such as forensic linguistics. Additional genres (such as arias and blogs) will be analyzed in future research.
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